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ABSTRACT

Aim Many competing hypotheses seek to identify the mechanisms behind

species richness gradients. Yet, the determinants of species turnover over broad

scales are uncertain. We test whether environmental dissimilarity predicts biotic

turnover spatially and temporally across an array of environmental variables

and spatial scales using recently observed climate changes as a pseudo-

experimental opportunity.

Location Canada.

Methods We used an extensive database of observation records of 282

Canadian butterfly species collected between 1900 and 2010 to characterize

spatial and temporal turnover based on Jaccard indices. We compare

relationships between spatial turnover and differences in an array of relevant

environmental conditions, including aspects of temperature, precipitation,

elevation, primary productivity and land cover. Measurements were taken

within 100-, 200- and 400-km grid cells, respectively. We tested the relative

importance of each variable in predicting spatial turnover using bootstrap

analysis. Finally, we tested for effects of temperature and precipitation change

on temporal turnover, including distinctly accounting for turnover under

individual species’ potential dispersal limitations.

Results Temperature differences between areas correlate with spatial turnover

in butterfly assemblages, independently of distance, sampling differences or the

spatial resolution of the analysis. Increasing temperatures are positively related

to biotic turnover within quadrats through time. Limitations on species

dispersal may cause observed biotic turnover to be lower than expected given

the magnitude of temperature changes through time.

Main conclusions Temperature differences can account for spatial trends in

biotic dissimilarity and turnover through time in areas where climate is

changing. Butterfly communities are changing quickly in some areas, probably

reflecting the dispersal capacities of individual species. However, turnover is

lower through time than expected in many areas, suggesting that further work

is needed to understand the factors that limit dispersal across broad regions.

Our results illustrate the large-scale effects of climate change on biodiversity in

areas with strong environmental gradients.
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INTRODUCTION

Broad-scale variation in species richness reflects environmen-

tal differences that might also drive species turnover between

regions (Kerr et al., 2001). As environmental conditions

change across spatial gradients or through time, species com-

position also changes (Whittaker, 1972; Legendre & De

C�aceres, 2013). While the leading environmental correlates of

species richness are known (Field et al., 2009), whether such

factors contribute to species turnover between regions is far

less well known (Chase & Myers, 2011; Qian & Ricklefs,

2012). Stronger tests relating temporal species turnover to

observed environmental change have rarely been possible,

given data limitations.

Much of the complexity involved in detangling the spatial

patterns of species turnover lies in the variety of factors that

can obscure results. Firstly, the number of species detected at

regional extents can affect biotic turnover and increase uncer-

tainties around the apparent importance of processes that

shape turnover (Kraft et al., 2011). Secondly, environmental

differences in factors such as primary productivity (Andrew

et al., 2012) and habitat heterogeneity (Meynard et al., 2011)

affect community assembly, and may do so differently at

local and regional extents; this may consequently also influ-

ence comparisons of turnover between sites. Furthermore,

species traits, particularly dispersal ability (Dobrovolski et al.,

2012), also determine whether species are present in regional

species pools from which local biological communities are

drawn (Leroux et al., 2013). Regions can also have locally

unique histories that may alter species presences, and conse-

quently also patterns of turnover, relative to other areas, add-

ing complexity to comparisons between areas (Ulrich &

Gotelli, 2014). Finally, many metrics exist to describe biotic

turnover (Koleff et al., 2003) and potentially account for

additional factors, such as gradients in alpha diversity (Jura-

sinski et al., 2009).

Although many environmental variables have been linked

with biotic turnover, climate has emerged as a particularly

important predictor of species turnover through space (Hille-

brand et al., 2010; Pellissier et al., 2013). Temperature can

impose physiological constraints on species (Boucher-Lalonde

et al., 2012), contributing to local climatic adaptation within

a species. Consequently, climatic tolerance influences species’

geographical ranges (Kerr et al., 2015). Regional species com-

position is then a function of the numbers of species drawn

from the continental pool that have overlapping climatic tol-

erances (Algar et al., 2011). Thus, spatial variation in climate

between regions should contribute to differences in commu-

nity composition (Veech & Crist, 2007; Keil et al., 2012).

While proving causation in the context of correlation is prac-

tically impossible, the likelihood that such relationships

reflect causal processes rises if spatial relationships change

through time in directions predicted from those spatial rela-

tionships (Kerr et al., 2007; Blois et al., 2013; Eskildsen et al.,

2013). Global change presents a unique opportunity to

greatly strengthen tests of existing biotic hypotheses based on

spatial correlation (Kerr et al., 2007; Algar et al., 2009; Khar-

ouba et al., 2009), and to evaluate the performance of space

for time substitution models, in which spatial relationships

are used to predict temporal responses (Elith & Leathwick,

2009; Blois et al., 2013).

Although space for time substitutions perform especially

well with community data (Blois et al., 2013), several proc-

esses – both biotic and abiotic – could obscure trends in spe-

cies turnover through time. Species-specific traits, such as

dispersal capacity or interspecific competition, could reduce

the likelihood that a species could establish or maintain pop-

ulations in an area (Ferrier & Guisan, 2006; Tylianakis et al.,

2008; Wiens et al., 2009). Environmental changes can also

alter patterns of niche occupancy among species (Veloz et al.,

2012). For example, species turnover may change erratically

because geographical range shifts among species may track

tolerances weakly or only in some areas. Importantly, climate

change is accompanied by an increasing frequency and inten-

sity of extreme events, which also complicate predictions of

biotic responses through time (Jackson et al., 2009). How-

ever, it is imperative that we first analyse the extent of the

relationship between environmental dissimilarity and both

spatial and temporal species turnover in order to make sub-

sequent improvements in applying a space for time analysis.

Another complication with evaluating species turnover is

the diversity of measurement methods in the literature,

which can make comparisons across studies challenging (Soi-

ninen, 2010). However, recent analyses suggest that metrics

such as the Jaccard index are effective tools for investigating

the determinants of turnover (Legendre & De C�aceres, 2013).

The scale of analysis can further complicate comparisons, as

it can yield different outcomes at different spatial grains

(Lennon et al., 2001). Thus, examination of the variation in

biotic turnover across several spatial scales can help distin-

guish the relative importance of processes at each scale

(Chalcraft et al., 2004; Kraft et al., 2011). Extending these

analyses to broader geographical areas (Blackburn & Gaston,

1996; Gaston et al., 2007) and comparing diverse groups of

organisms (Buckley & Jetz, 2008) will also help to overcome

local-level contingencies.

Although species turnover is related to a number of envi-

ronmental factors (Soininen, 2010), their relative importance

remains unclear (Stegen et al., 2013). Accounting for distance

(Nekola & White, 1999) enables the potential role that envi-

ronmental differences may have in species turnover between

areas to be tested (Tuomisto & Ruokolainen, 2006). This

approach has been used successfully to examine turnover

across geographical (McKnight et al., 2007) and environmen-

tal space (Qian & Ricklefs, 2007, 2012; Buckley & Jetz, 2008).

Here, we examine an array of factors that could explain

species turnover and compare their relative capacities to pre-

dict species turnover among Canadian butterflies. We

repeated analyses at three scales (100 km 3 100 km, 200 km

3 200 km and 400 km 3 400 km) across Canada (c. 9.9 3

106 km2). We then tested whether these relationships

remained consistent as environmental (and particularly



climatic) conditions changed. We partitioned trends in turn-

over between spatial and environmental components and

accounted for potential dispersal limitations among species.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine changes

in both spatial and temporal community composition in this

region. Rapid climate changes create pseudo-experimental

opportunities to test spatial relationships (e.g. Kerr et al.,

2007).

METHODS

Butterfly data

Butterfly records were obtained from a combination of sour-

ces: the Canadian Biodiversity Information Facility (CBIF),

the Toronto Entomological Association, e-Butterfly.org

(Larriv�ee et al., 2014), museum collections and many lepi-

dopterists’ personal collections. Altogether, there are c.

300,000 georeferenced and temporally dated records for 307

species, the majority of which are traceable to a curated

museum specimen. Most records have been dated and geore-

ferenced to within a positional accuracy of <10 km.

Climate changes accelerated greatly across this region after

about 1975 (Parmesan, 2006). For that reason, we divided

records into baseline (1900–74, n 5 38,306) and recent

(1985–2010, n 5 127,906) sets; there was a total of 282 spe-

cies within the quadrats selected for our study area (see

below). For the spatial component of the analyses, we con-

sidered only the 38,306 records from 1900 to 1974 to capture

the species composition prior to most anthropogenic climate

change. For temporal analyses, we compared the two time

periods to measure community turnover. The temporal dis-

tribution of records within Canada is given in Fig. S1 in the

Supporting Information.

Quadrat system

A map of the geopolitical boundaries of Canada was repro-

jected into the Albers’ equal area projection to conserve area.

Using ArcGIS 10.3 (ArcGIS Desktop, 2014), we divided the

study region into hierarchical grid systems, with cell sizes of

100 km 3 100 km, 200 km 3 200 km and 400 km 3

400 km, respectively. We excluded all unsampled quadrats

from the spatial analysis and those not sampled in both time

periods from the temporal analysis. The distances from the

centroid of each quadrat to all of the corresponding quadrats

were measured using the ‘Point Distance’ tool in ArcGIS. For

each time period (1900–74 and 1985–2010) we assessed the

species composition within each quadrat, which was used as

the input variable to measure spatial and temporal turnover.

Environmental indices

Annual measurements of temperature (maximum, minimum

and average) and total annual precipitation were obtained

through the Canadian Forest Service at 10-km resolution

(McKenney et al., 2011). These data are based on the com-

plete collection of meteorological data for Canada from 1901

to 2010 and were developed using ANUSPLIN (see McKen-

ney et al., 2011). WorldClim was used to obtain elevation

measurements and NDVI data were measured using AVHRR

(the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) satellite

imagery at 8-km resolution. AVHRR composites for Canada

are available as of 1981 from the Global Land Cover Facility

at the University of Maryland (http://glcf.umd.edu). This is

the only remote sensing platform that is capable of providing

long-term, synoptic measurements across the whole of Cana-

da’s landmass and is uniquely valuable for temporal analysis

at macroecological extents (Kerr & Ostrovsky, 2003). AVHRR

data were composited over a 15-day period to yield a direct

observation of peak greenness for all of Canada’s terrestrial

landmass (Pinzon & Tucker, 2014). We used the earliest

available imagery for NDVI (averaged over July observations

from 1981–84) to represent the baseline time period. There is

a temporal discrepancy between the NDVI measure and our

spatial analysis of turnover because our baseline time period

spans the period 1900–74. We assume that 1981–84 measure-

ments reasonably represent the spatial variation in NDVI in

the baseline time period. NDVI can change substantially and

rapidly in response to climate change (Myneni et al., 1997,

Goetz et al., 2005) and could contribute to shifts in butterfly

community structure between the baseline and recent time

periods.

The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) relates

strongly to net primary productivity across Canada, where

leaf area indices are sufficiently low that the NDVI does not

saturate (Liu et al., 1997; Evans et al., 2006). NDVI has been

widely used in the literature to assess vegetative responses to

climate change and monitor habitat loss and fragmentation

(Kerr & Ostrovsky, 2003; Chen et al., 2005; Pettorelli, 2013).

As with all environmental observations (including interpo-

lated climatic data that are used ubiquitously in macroeco-

logical and other research), there are weaknesses in remote

sensing measurements that need to be recognized (Pettorelli

et al., 2005). NDVI measurements may be misleading in

regions with persistently high humidity and cloud cover, in

regions with especially dense vegetation or where there is a

lack of vegetation cover (Goward et al., 1991). Our study

focuses on broad scales and relative differences in peak

(summer) NDVI values in vegetated areas and at spatial and

temporal scales at which NDVI is robust.

Validated land-use and land-cover data were obtained

from Kerr & Cihlar (2003). These data include 59 classes, 14

of which represent agricultural land uses and were derived

from processed SPOT 4/VEGETATION (VGT) observations

(for a full description of methods see Kerr & Cihlar, 2003).

These data depict the array of agricultural land uses across

Canada. Areas beyond agricultural and human-dominated

landscapes were measured using validated national land-

cover data for Canada (Cihlar et al., 2001). The integrated

land-use/land-cover dataset incorporated a census of agricul-

ture observations that was obtained through exhaustive sur-

vey of agricultural producers across Canada (Statistics

http://glcf.umd.edu


Canada, 1996). Details on this land-use classification are

given in Table S1.

Mean values (for continuous measures, such as minimum,

maximum and average temperature, precipitation, elevation

and NDVI) or diversity measures (for categorical variables,

such as land use/land cover) from 1900 to 1974 were

extracted for each quadrat using ArcGIS. The exceptions

include NDVI, which was averaged over 1981–84, elevation

(which is temporally invariant) and land use/land cover

where only one measurement through time is currently avail-

able. This was repeated at each scale of analysis (100 km 3

100 km, 200 km 3 200 km and 400 km 3 400 km

quadrats).

A scatterplot matrix of all eight environmental variables

was constructed using R to explore multicollinearity among

predictors. From these scatterplots, it was evident that tem-

perature measures were highly correlated. However, there was

no significant correlation between any of the remaining envi-

ronmental measures. Therefore, a single synthetic measure of

temperature was created from these measures using principal

components analysis (PCA), and the first principal compo-

nent in subsequent multivariate spatial and temporal analy-

ses. The PCA was conducted using the stats package in R (R

Development Core Team, 2013).

For the temporal analysis, the synthetic temperature mea-

surement was extracted for each year and divided into two

time periods (1900–74 and 1985–2010). Environmental meas-

ures, including precipitation, NDVI and the principal com-

ponent of the temperature variables, were taken as means

across each quadrat for each time period. Absolute values of

change in precipitation and NDVI were then calculated. A

gap period of 10 years was incorporated in order to allow

potential species responses to changing environmental

conditions.

Sampling intensity

There was a large amount of variation in where and when

butterfly records were collected. To account for the possible

effect of sampling intensity, we included two measures of

sampling intensity between 1900 and 1974 in our spatial

analysis. The first is average sampling intensity, which was

the average number of records collected per year in a quad-

rat. The second was absolute sampling intensity, which was

simply the total number of records collected in a quadrat

across 1900–74. Although the two metrics show some corre-

lation, we included both of them to account for temporal

inconsistency in sampling between quadrats (for example,

some quadrats were sampled intensively but only in certain

years, whereas other quadrats have a lower number of total

records but have been sampled more consistently throughout

the years). For our temporal analysis, we compared the dif-

ference in the total number of observation records between

1900–74 and 1985–2010 to examine if this had any effect on

our temporal turnover scores. There were three outlier

points; we conducted the test with and without them in

order to ensure that they did not influence the results.

Spatial and temporal analyses

The R package vegan (Oksanen et al., 2015) was used to cal-

culate beta diversity between quadrats, using the Jaccard

index of dissimilarity. This index ranges from zero to one,

the higher values indicating a more dissimilar community:

Bj512
a

a1b1c

where b and c represent the number of species unique to site

1 and 2, respectively, and a represents the number of species

they have in common.

Standard dissimilarity metrics can conflate nestedness and

turnover (Baselga et al., 2007). However, the pairwise Simp-

son dissimilarity measure has been used in the literature as

an effective means of differentiating between the two. Thus,

in a separate analysis, we partitioned our beta-diversity mea-

surement into both a turnover and nestedness component

using Simpson’s dissimilarity measure and the approach and

R scripts outlined in Baselga (2010).

Spatial analysis

For the first portion of the analysis, the vegan package in R

3.1 (R Development Core Team, 2013) was used to calculate a

pairwise environmental matrix between each quadrat and all

others in the analysis. Thus, for each variable (distance, tem-

perature, precipitation, elevation, NDVI, land cover), the envi-

ronmental distance is calculated between the average quadrat

values. Land use/land cover is a categorical variable, and we

first calculated the total variety of land-cover types within a

grid cell (this value could range from a single land-cover type

to 59 different land-cover types within a grid cell). Then, we

compared the difference between grid cells by calculating the

Euclidean distance in the proportion of land-cover types by

which they differed (so a high distance represents few land-

cover types in common between grid cells). We explored rela-

tionships among predictor variables and pairwise Jaccard dis-

tance measures by plotting each as a bivariate relationship.

While macroecological analyses routinely account for spatial

autocorrelation (Dormann et al., 2007), conventional

approaches to address that issue cannot be used on commu-

nity distance measures that do not have unique spatial coordi-

nates. Instead, we measured the geographical distance between

all quadrats for which Jaccard distances were calculated; this

measure was included in regression models to account for the

likelihood that distance would affect community similarity.

Relationships were plotted using hexagonal density plots with

the hexbin package (Carr, 2014). To avoid redundancy and to

save valuable space within the manuscript, only the results for

geographical distance, average temperature and NDVI are

included within the main paper (the remainder are included

in the Supporting Information). We chose these three variables

as they are among the most widely researched correlates of



turnover in the literature and considered to be some of the

best predictors (see Veech & Crist 2007; Andrew et al., 2012;

Keil et al., 2012).

We then performed a multivariate linear regression of spa-

tial turnover (measured as the Jaccard index of dissimilarity)

as a function of environmental distance for each of the three

quadrat sizes. Independent environmental distance variables

included difference in temperature (the first principal com-

ponent of mean, minimum and maximum temperature-

discussed above), precipitation, elevation, NDVI and land

use/land cover. We also included a variable that accounted

for geographical distance between quadrats, as well as two

sampling intensity variables (absolute sampling intensity per

quadrat and mean yearly sampling intensity per quadrat). A

histogram of the residuals suggested that assumptions of nor-

mality and homoscedasticity were met (see Figs S2 & S3 for

example diagnostic plots of the residuals for the 400 km 3

400 km scale).

From the multiple regression, we performed a bootstrap

analysis (1000 permutations) to test variable importance using

four methods found within the package relaimpo (Gr€omping,

2006). The first (labelled ‘LMG’ in Fig. 2) represents the con-

tribution to the coefficient of determination among regressors,

averaged over different orderings (i.e. Lindeman, Merenda and

Gold; see Lindeman et al., 1980). ‘Last’ details each variable’s

contribution when included last in the model (sometimes

called ‘usefulness’; Darlington, 1968). ‘First’ represents the con-

tribution of each variable when included first (simply, the

squared covariance between the response and predictors).

Finally, ‘Pratt’ calculates the product of the standardized coef-

ficient and the correlation (Pratt, 1987). We reran this analysis

with the Simpson dissimilarity measure to ensure that the

results were consistent between metrics.

Temporal analysis

The difference in species compositions within each quadrat

over two time periods was calculated using the Jaccard index

of dissimilarity in R. The difference in mean temperature as

well as the absolute differences in total precipitation and

NDVI between the two time periods was calculated for each

quadrat. Community dissimilarity was then graphed as a

function of the change in the environmental variable between

time periods. Finally, a linear regression was performed to

test whether change in temperature, NDVI or precipitation

were correlated with species turnover. We also tested whether

the inclusion of several sampling intensity variables (differ-

ence in sampling intensity between time periods, absolute

sampling intensity in Time 1, absolute sampling intensity in

Time 2) affected model results.

Dispersal-limited analysis

We were interested to see whether dispersal limitations may

be limiting the rate at which species keep pace with tempera-

ture change. Consequently, we predicted that observed turn-

over rates would be lower than expected when compared

with the turnover levels anticipated if species are indeed

moving freely. Maximum dispersal limitations in response to

climate change within this insect group have previously been

found to be approximately 10 km year21 (Chen et al., 2011).

To test whether species turnover values in a quadrat could be

linked to the dispersal limitations of this group, we generated

expected turnover rates for each quadrat in the second time

period (1985–2010) if a species’ dispersal was limited to

100 km from its original location in 1900–74. To do this, we

added a 100-km circular buffer around each individual’s pre-

climate-change record (1900–74) to represent the areas to

which a species could disperse over the 10-year gap separat-

ing the two study periods. Species were thus counted as pres-

ent in all adjacent quadrats into which their maximum

buffer zone extended. This became the predicted Time 2 map

of presence/absences. We recalculated temporal turnover rates

within a quadrat by measuring the difference in communities

between the observed Time 1 records and the new Time 2

predicted presence/absence matrix generated by the buffered

records, which was the expected turnover rate accounting for

dispersal limitation. We compared the results with observed

temporal turnover rates (which used only true observation

records) to evaluate whether dispersal limitation was likely to

alter measured turnover trends.

This analysis layers in the additional factor that species

cannot move unlimited distances over the time separating

the two study periods (1901–74 and 1985–2010). The form

of dispersal limitation we have included here is effectively a

kind of neutral model in which species diffuse outward from

places where they were historically known to occur. We com-

pare that against predictions from the environmental model.

RESULTS

Mean temperature difference between quadrats was the best

predictor of spatial turnover (measured as the Jaccard index

of dissimilarity) at all three scales (Fig. 1). The finest-scale

analysis of the differences in mean temperature (100 km 3

100 km) explained the highest proportion of variance (coef-

ficient 5 0.030, R2 5 0.6149) compared with broader-scale

assessments (R25 0.5752 for 200 km 3 200 km; R2 5 0.5529

for 400 km 3 400 km). Importantly, for the individual linear

regressions, a much larger proportion of variance was

explained by each of the three individual temperature variables

(mean, minimum and maximum temperature) than by dis-

tance between quadrats (see Figs 1 & S4). Some environmental

variables performed better at the smallest scale (mean temper-

ature, minimum temperature, precipitation; see Figs 1 & S4),

whereas others accounted for more variance at the largest scale

measured (distance, maximum temperature, elevation, NDVI

and land-use/land-cover change; see Figs 1 & S4).

Environmental predictors accounted for most of the spatial

variance in species turnover, regardless of the spatial grain of

the analysis (at 400-km resolution, R2 5 0.6237, F8,3312 5

688.8; at 100-km resolution, R2 5 0.5745, F8,119307 5 2.02 3

104; see Fig. S5 for additional details). In a bootstrap analysis,



the principal component of temperature (a synthetic metric

that combined mean, minimum and maximum temperature

into a single component that accounted for 83.34% of the var-

iation in the three variables) emerged as the most important

predictor of spatial turnover in statistical tests, regardless of

the spatial grain of analysis (see Figs 2 & S5). Absolute and

average sampling intensity were consistently found to be rela-

tively poor predictors of spatial turnover (see Figs 2 & S5).

We observed similar rankings with the Simpson dissimilarity

measure, although the overall fit decreased with this metric (at

100-km resolution, R2 5 0.2041, F8,119796 5 3842; see Fig. S6).

The highest levels of annual temperature change are

observed in northern Canada (Fig. 3), coinciding with the

highest levels of species turnover through time (Fig. 4; see

Fig. S7 for the distribution of turnover values). There is a

significant relationship between the levels of temporal tem-

perature change within a quadrat and the amount of species

turnover experienced (see Fig. 5; R2 5 0.0593, F1,362 5 22.83,

P< 0.05), although there is a high level of variance around

the mean. Log-transforming both the predictor and the

response variable did not improve the coefficient of determi-

nation in regression models (see Fig. S8). The mean quadrat-

level temporal turnover in 100-km quadrats is 0.7127

(SE 5 0.0105). Differences in sampling intensity within a

quadrat did not result in higher turnover scores (see Fig. S9).

The inclusion of this sampling intensity variable in the linear

regression model increased the value of R2 to 0.1306; how-

ever, the difference in temperature remained significantly

positively correlated with temporal turnover (F2,361 5 28.26,

P< 0.05). This result remained consistent when three

Figure 1 Spatial turnover of species as a function of the geographical and environmental distance between three different quadrat scales

(left column, 100 km 3 100 km; middle column, 200 km 3 200 km; right column, 400 km 3 400 km). Turnover was measured using

the Jaccard index of dissimilarity. NDVI, normalized difference vegetation index. n 5 3321, 21,946 and 109,316 pairwise quadrat

comparisons for each respective quadrat size.



outlying sampling intensity points were excluded (R2 5 0.1296,

F2,358 5 27.8, P< 0.05) and when the effects of two additional

sampling intensity metrics (absolute sampling intensity in

either time period) were investigated (R2 5 0.3576,

F3,360 5 80.55, P< 0.05 for temperature change and P< 0.05

and P 5 0.3149 for each respective sampling metric).

The slopes for the temperature variable in both the spatial

and the temporal analysis were initially quite different. The

slope of the mean temperature variable in the spatial analysis

was 0.0299, with a 95% confidence interval of 0.0298–0.0301.

The slope of the temperature variable in the temporal analy-

sis was 0.1177, with a 95% confidence interval of 0.0692–

0.1661. However, after accounting for sampling intensity in

the temporal analysis (difference in absolute sampling inten-

sity between time periods, as well as absolute sampling inten-

sity in both Time 1 and Time 2), the slope is 0.0595, with a

Figure 2 A bootstrap analysis of

the relative importance of the

environmental variables for spatial

turnover of species between the

100 km 3 100 km quadrats. Four

methods are used: LMG (i.e.

Lindeman, Meranda and Gold), Last

(last variable in model), First (first

variable in model) and Pratt (see

Methods for a description of how

they were calculated). Included

variables are a principal component

of temperature (Temp), distance

(Dist), precipitation (Prec),

normalized difference vegetation

index (NDVI), land use/land cover

(LULC), elevation (Elev), average

sampling intensity (AveSI), and

absolute sampling intensity (SI).

Vertical lines on each bar represent

95% bootstrap confidence intervals

for each estimate. n 5 109,316

pairwise quadrat comparisons.

Figure 3 Quadrat-level mean

temperature change (8C) between

1900–1974 and 1985–2010 in

selected 100 km 3 100 km quadrats.

Only well-sampled quadrats were

included. Blank areas indicate

omitted grid cells that were not

sampled in both time periods.

n 5 364 quadrats.



95% confidence interval of 0.0194–0.0995, which directly

overlaps with the slope from the spatial temperature analysis.

There is no signficant relationship between absolute pre-

cipitation change and temporal turnover (F1,362 5 2.335,

P 5 0.1273; see Fig. S10). Annual precipitation totals within a

quadrat increased by an average of 64 mm between the two

time periods, a 2.92% increase from Time 1 quadrat aver-

ages. Temperature increased within a quadrat by an average

of 1.1158C, a proportional increase of 3.89% from Time 1

quadrat averages. Additionally, there is no significant relation-

ship between absolute change in NDVI and temporal turnover

in a quadrat (F1,362 5 0.4153, P 5 0.5197; see Fig. S11).

Dispersal limitation is predicted to limit a species’ ability

to adequately respond to climate change (Leroux et al.,

2013). We found a strong relationship between observed lev-

els of temporal turnover within a quadrat and what would

be predicted under maximum dispersal capabilities (see Fig.

6; R2 5 0.5456, P< 0.05), with a RMSE value around the 1:1

line of 0.1564. A map of the residuals from this relationship

can be found in Fig. S12.

Figure 4 Species turnover

measurements within individual

100 km 3 100 km quadrats,

between 1900–74 and 1985–2010.

Blank areas indicate omitted grid

cells that were not sampled in both

time periods. n 5 364 quadrats.

Figure 5 Species turnover as a function of difference in average

temperature (8C) between time periods (1900–74 versus 1985–

2010). Hatched lines indicate the 95% confidence interval.

Quadrats were 100 km 3 100 km. Turnover was measured using

the Jaccard index of dissimilarity. n 5 364 quadrats.

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 6 Dispersal-limited turnover versus observed butterfly

turnover. Dispersal limitations were constructed using 100-km

buffers around 1900–74 records, and turnover was calculated

within each 100 km 3 100 km quadrat. The solid line represents

the result of a linear regression. The broken line indicates the 1:1

line. n 5 354 quadrats.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com


DISCUSSION

The determinants of variation in species composition have

long been debated among ecologists (Hubbell, 2001; Field

et al., 2009), not just because these patterns illuminate proc-

esses that are vital to ecology and evolutionary biology, but

because of their relevance to conservation efforts (Gallagher

et al., 2013). Investigating the drivers behind spatial and tem-

poral turnover in species composition is vital to anticipating

where species will disperse as environments change and how

to manage these effects (Buckley et al., 2013; Robillard et al.,

2015). We have compared competing hypotheses that predict

dissimilarity across a variety of spatial grains. Although many

variables correlate with spatial turnover in communities,

temperature outperformed other metrics at all spatial scales.

It is important to emphasize that turnover metrics do not

measure changing species distributions individually and do

not directly measure whether species are tracking their cli-

matic niche. However, the correlation between temperature

change and temporal turnover has a strong mechanistic basis

for its effects on butterfly distributions.

Spatial relationships observed between temperature and

changes in species composition were consistent temporally.

In a comparison of early and recent butterfly records, we

found that species composition differed significantly within

quadrats and that the highest turnover was occurring in

quadrats experiencing the greatest temperature change.

Communities are not only responding to change, but they

are doing so predictably and proportionately to the

observed temperature change through time. Quadrats expe-

riencing the highest turnover were often located in the

northern regions of Canada, consistent with the pattern of

where climate is changing most rapidly (Loarie et al., 2009).

Change in precipitation is not a significant predictor of

temporal turnover, and precipitation totals have not

increased as rapidly as temperature between time periods.

These results may inform conservation applications by iden-

tifying locations where biotic turnover is most substantial

and, consequently, where potential management efforts may

be most needed.

Energy-related climatic factors drive diversity patterns

through physiological constraints inherent to each species.

Niche conservatism, the tendency for an organism to main-

tain similar environmental limits to their existing range

(Wiens & Graham, 2005), suggests that species will respond

to global change by seeking out environmentally similar areas

(Bedford et al., 2012). Because butterflies originated under

tropical conditions (Hawkins & DeVries, 2009), any niche

conservatism in their tolerance to warm conditions would

provide a potential mechanism determining how this group

responds to climate change (see Kerr et al., 2015). Although

productivity measurements have previously been associated

with Canadian butterfly dissimilarity using a small butterfly

dataset in a purely spatial analysis of point similarity

(Andrew et al., 2012), temperature strongly outperforms

other environmental predictors across spatial scales.

Dispersal is a key process that may help species mitigate

the impacts of natural and anthropogenic environmental

change (Boeye et al., 2013; Dapporto & Dennis, 2013).

Because the pace of recent climate change is high relative to

the apparent capacity of most species to evolve new toleran-

ces, dispersal and establishment of populations in historically

unoccupied areas are critical determinants of whether species

can successfully track shifting climatic conditions (Leroux

et al., 2013). We observed a strong association between dis-

persal patterns predicted by dispersal limitation and actual

observations. This could suggest that many quadrats are

experiencing levels of turnover that are comparable to those

that would be found if species were shifting at their maxi-

mum dispersal capabilities. This further emphasizes the need

for protected areas that can account for the polewards migra-

tion of species over the coming century (Robillard et al.,

2015). Alternatively, high levels of turnover could indicate

climate-induced local extinctions within communities, and

this analysis cannot differentiate between these two responses.

However, there are many quadrats that are experiencing

lower levels of turnover than predicted under maximum dis-

persal, and they appear to be spatially clustered. This could

reflect quadrat-level dispersal barriers, such as complex

topography, intervening habitat that is inappropriate for the

species or high levels of human modification of the land-

scape. Testing for factors that limit dispersal-mediated turn-

over in the face of rapid climate change is an important

future research priority and will be useful for understanding

the origins of climate debts in regions undergoing rapid cli-

mate change (Devictor et al., 2012).

Sampling intensity varies across the broad areas of North

America included in this research. We accounted for poten-

tial consequences of sampling variation in several ways. First,

we excluded many of the northern quadrats from the analy-

sis. Although the butterfly dataset is spatially biased towards

the southern border of Canada, we also tested for the effect

of differences in average sampling intensity and found no

evidence that it had any influence on spatial turnover: aver-

age sampling intensity was consistently less important than

temperature-related variables. Although quadrats that were

sampled in northern areas include fewer records than south-

ern Canada, it is possible that this primarily reflects lower

numbers of repeated observations of the same species (i.e.

multiple observations of the same species within a quadrat).

Despite this, northern areas need greater future attention

with respect to biodiversity monitoring to improve the

capacity to predict where changes will occur and to detect

changes that are under way.

Although species turnover is generally increasing between

the two time periods used in this study and in conjunction

with climate change, there is wide variation in this response.

Biotic turnover that corresponds with changing temperatures

through time may indicate that species are shifting success-

fully to new areas as climate changes (although this was not

explicitly tested in this study), but differences in dispersal

rates among species and regions may accelerate biotic



homogenization. Species with greater dispersal ability or

more general host plant requirements, for example, may be

more successful in responding to climate change (Leroux

et al., 2013), whereas dispersal-limited or specialist species

are likely to become rarer. Observed temporal turnover scores

may also reflect that some species are not shifting their dis-

tributions through time and are instead experiencing local

extinction events (which can also increase dissimilarity

between quadrats). We are not able to differentiate between

individual species in our approach, and so this level of analy-

sis warrants further investigation.

The substantial changes in butterfly species composition

across environmental gradients in Canada clearly reflect

strong effects of temperature, and rapid warming over recent

decades across this enormous region is now contributing to

biotic turnover through time as well. Trait-based and envi-

ronmental limitations on community responses to global

change represent an important and emerging frontier for

macroecological research and its contributions to our knowl-

edge about global change.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information may be found in the

online version of this article at the publisher’s web-site:

Figure S1 Histogram of the number of Canadian butterfly

observation records between 1900–74 and 1985–2010.

Figure S2 Diagnostic plots for the multivariate linear

regression of spatial turnover as a function of environmental

distance (400 km 3 400 km quadrat scale).

Figure S3 Histogram of residuals obtained from the multiple

linear regression of spatial turnover as a function of

environmental distance (400 km 3 400 km quadrat scale).

Figure S4 Community dissimilarity (or turnover) as a

function of environmental distance between three different

quadrat scales (100 km 3 100 km, 200 km 3 200 km and

400 km 3 400 km).

Figure S5 A bootstrap analysis of relative importance of the

environmental variables for species turnover in the 400 km

3 400 km quadrats.

Figure S6 A bootstrap analysis of relative importance of the

environmental variables for species turnover (measured as

the Simpson index of dissimilarity) in the 200 km 3 200 km

quadrats.

Figure S7 Distribution of temporal community turnover

(measured as the Jaccard index of dissimilarity) values,

between 1900–74 and 1985–2010 for 100 km 3 100 km grid

cells.

Figure S8 ln(Species turnover) as a function of ln(difference

in average temperature, in 8C) between time periods in

100 km 3 100 km quadrats.

Figure S9 Relationship between levels of observed temporal

turnover within a quadrat and difference in sampling

intensity (measured as the total number of observation

records) between the two periods.

Figure S10 Species turnover as a function of difference in

average precipitation (mm) between time periods in 100 km

3 100 km quadrats.

Figure S11 Species turnover as a function of difference in

normalized difference vegetation index between time periods

(1981–84 versus 1985–2010). Quadrats were 100 km 3

100 km.

Figure S12 Map of the residuals obtained from the linear

regression between theoretical dispersal-limited turnover

versus observed butterfly turnover.

Table S1 Land-use/land-cover classifications used in the

spatial analysis of species turnover.

Table S2 Results of the multiple regression model as well as

the bootstrap analysis for the 400 km 3 400 km grid cells.

Table S3 Results of the multiple regression model as well as

the bootstrap analysis for the 100 km 3 100 km grid cells.
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